EWINDOW-

BRING SUNSHINE TO LIFE

Who we are?

EASi since 1998 have been a leading provider of lighting solutions being focussed on providing
tangible and measurable solutions to increase profits, by Reducing Cost, Saving Resources,
Protecting the Environment.
At EASi we have standard and bespoke solutions to cater for every need. We have lead innovation
in the industry since 2004 resulting in winning many Awards including the Lux Award Innovation
with London Underground.

The concept of EWINDOW is reproduction of daylight, just like sunshine shinning into a room
through a window. The features of EWINDOW are important. It provides a dynamic daylight-like
effect, and daylight is regarded as the superior and healthiest lighting.
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Why develop
EWINDOW
Daylight is the most important lighting source to u s. Many studies
show that daylight has great impact on our health, both on physiology
and psychology. But it varies significantly with time, seasons, latitude,
climate and architectural structure.
So we developed the first artificial daylight system-EWINDOW.
It reproduces daylighting interior, brings sunshine to us whenever we
want, and won't be restricted by any environmental factors.
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■

How EWINDOW works

EWIN DOW is a brand new lighting product, simulating the features of daylight, presenting a very
natural scene of blue sky, clear clouds and bright sunshine. It perfectly integrates the latest LED
technology, optical design and intelligent control system. It's designed to be a panel light, easy to
operate and mount.

■

Imitating 3D sky

The special LEDs are used to light up the sky
and clouds, then transform them to translucence
and 3D vision appearance, so it displays a very
high quality sky efect.

■

Bright sunshine

Dozens of lenses group into a micro structure, used to collimate the light and filter the stray light,
through several optical transformation procedures. The light produced acts like sunshine does,
very bright and highly oriented. The light and shade are clearly distinguished by the edge of
lighting spot.
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■

Natural clock

After simple setup of local date, time
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and latitude, the control system can
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synchronize the lighting with the sun. It
corresponds with the natural cy cle, and
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corresponds with our circadian rhythm.
Also, a manual mode can be set too.
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Control approach
-�

Controller

D Automatic mode
Lighting will synchronize with the sun.

fJ Manual mode
Users can set the lighting features according to their requirements.

� A controller is able to control 64 EWINDOWS.

App Control
D Custom the automatic mode
fJ Set group to manage multiple EWINDOWS.

Dali Control

D Supports DALI protocol.

Digital Addressable
Lighting Interface

fJ Compatible with majority brands of DALI

control system in the market.
� Meet the standards of IEC62386-102 and IEC
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3m Lux

Lux

236

248

260

90

230

277

0.9

1.1

4000

4500

5000

108,000

120,000

132,000

40

-20

SAA/FCC
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■

Installation

Mounting frame is needed to install EWIN DOWS. There are four types of white frame we can
provide. Also, customers can custom-made the mounting frames easily according to the specific
requirements.

Surface mounting frame

Recessed mounting frame

Mounting pictures for reference

Recessed mounting sketch
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Cutout size:580*118�mm
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EWINDOW in application

Commercial

Offices
www.easiled.com

Hotels
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Healthcare

Education
www.easiled.com

Undergound

Living room
www.easiled.com

EASi UK
20-22 Wenlock Road
London, N1 7GU
United Kingdom
T +44 (0) 870 850 7669
F +44 (0) 870 836 2478
E info@easiled.com
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EASi Ireland
Unit 18, Doora Business Park
Quin Road, Ennis, Co Clare
Ireland
T +353 (0)65 684 1722
F +353 (0)65 684 1808
E info@easiled.com
www.easiled.com

